JUDGES’ COMMENTS
A deeply felt profile that manages to weave in the writer’s feelings about his cousin in a
purposeful and effective way. It’s written with warm, personal insight that brings readers close
to the subject.
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MY COUSIN HAS THE FORTITUDE THAT HAS CARRIED HER
THIS FAR, FROM ROB TO BOBBI. HER LIFE ISN’T PERFECT,
BUT SHE NO LONGER HIDES IN PLAIN SIGHT
BY

SCOT MORISON
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WHENEVER I THINK OF MY COUSIN ROB AS A KID,

the first thing that comes to mind is golf. The two of us
bonded over the game in the early to mid-1970s. Several
mornings a week each summer from age 12 to 15, we’d
catch a lift from one of our parents to the Edmonton Country Club where we had junior memberships, and stay out
there all day. Carrying our clubs in grubby canvas bags, we
often played 36 holes, betting pocket money and refuelling
between rounds on potato chips, pop and chocolate bars
from the snack shack behind the ninth green. When we
weren’t on the course, we challenged each other to endless
putting tournaments on the practice green adjacent to the
clubhouse. At dusk, we’d each take a putter, pitching wedge
and a few balls, walk out to the deserted ninth or 18th green
and play our version of Par 27, a local TV sports series that
pitted club pros against each other from different shot locations around a scenic hole at some top-tier course in town.
Despite all that practice, I never got very good at the
game. Rob usually beat me. I was too easily discouraged by
bad shots, lost my focus, occasionally got angry enough to
toss a club down the fairway. Rob was half a year older than
me and bigger. He hit the ball further, had a more even temperament and, with his quick wit and a sharp tongue, possessed a gift for needling me during our matches. Most of
my golfing wounds were self-inflicted, but he could always
be counted upon to rub some sand into them. We never
came to blows, but sometimes I felt myself getting close.
At 16, we both landed jobs on the grounds crew at the
course. From then on, ironically, we played much less
golf. By the time we’d arrived at dawn, spent eight hours
cutting cups, mowing greens and tees, and raking sand
traps under a hot sun, the idea of taking a quick shower
and rushing back out to the first tee held limited appeal.
Besides, by that point I had discovered other pastimes
like underage drinking, driving around the city with
friends in search of a party and, with about the same
success as my golf game, pursuing girls.
Though we spent a lot of time together for a few years,
Rob and I were different people. He was, it seemed to me,
impressively self-confident. My cousin was outgoing and
loved to talk, much like his mom, Doris. I was more like my
dad, Bob (Doris’s younger brother): quieter and a little shy.
When we weren’t at the golf course, we moved in different
circles. Perhaps because I was diffident, a joiner, and was
no real threat with my wire frame glasses and braces on my
teeth, the big men on campus didn’t mind me tagging along.
But Rob was good-looking and less inclined to simply fit in
or follow, which meant he was more of an outsider. Aside
from work at the golf course and a class or two together,
we didn’t really hang out through high school.
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Following Grade 12, Rob headed north into Peace River
country as part of the inaugural class in a turf grass
management course at Fairview College. By then he was
dating Margaret, a girl he’d met in high school. Three
years later, in the summer of 1978, they got married in a
Lutheran church near downtown Edmonton. Rob was 21.
Rob wouldn’t have considered me one of his closest friends
anymore by this point, but he invited me to the wedding.
My one lasting memory of the occasion was the sight and
sound of the newlyweds driving away from the reception
in Rob’s brown Maverick. The car honked every time he
touched the brake pedal, thanks to his best man’s clever
prank of rewiring the vehicle’s electrical system.
The comic spectacle of that Ford lurching and honking away from the wedding reception really marked the
end of my firsthand knowledge of Rob’s life. My parents
and his were always close so I knew the broad outlines
of what followed, but it was many years before I learned
the details.
After he completed the program at Fairview, Rob landed
a job as the assistant greens superintendent at the iconic
Banff Springs Hotel golf course. He parlayed a good relationship with the hotel’s general manager into a winter
gig as special events coordinator, which gave him yearround work in the mountain town. He loved Banff, but
one day after a couple of years there he came home from
work to find Margaret packing. She was homesick and
intended to go back to Edmonton where her parents lived,
with or without Rob. He wanted to be a good husband, so
he quit his job. The young couple returned to Edmonton.
Over the next several years, Rob worked at a few different
golf courses around the city, initially as a greenskeeper and
later, after earning his CPGA designation, as a pro and club
manager. In 1985, Margaret surprised Rob by announcing
she wanted a divorce, and she remarried soon after. The
split threw Rob into a depression. He felt like a failure and
began drinking.
In 1989, Rob abruptly gave up the golf business, left
Edmonton for Vancouver. He had discovered a new passion – acting. With time on his hands during those long
winters in Edmonton after his marriage dissolved, Rob
signed up for drama classes. He landed several roles in
productions at the Walterdale Playhouse, Edmonton’s
longest-running amateur theatre company. Eventually,
the director of a play told Rob he should move to Vancouver; she said the film and TV industry on the coast was
looking for men like him. He took her advice, packed up
his belongings and headed west. Tall and well-built, with
sandy blond hair, blue eyes and rugged good looks, Rob
got an agent and found work in TV commercials and as a

When she called the police department to
check on the investigation into her assault,
Bobbi discovered that police had not filed
the crime report.
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day player and character actor in low-budget movies and
drama series like Neon Rider, Cold Squad and Nightman,
where he played a recurring phantom named Bogeyman.
He supplemented his acting income by working as a
waiter at the English Bay Café on Denman Street. At 32,
Rob was the oldest new hire in the place, but he quickly
became one of the eatery’s most popular servers. He
and another waiter loved to entertain patrons with an
exaggerated pantomime of the famous race scenes from
Chariots of Fire, the two of them engaging in a slowmotion sprint to the finish across the restaurant patio,
heavily-loaded serving trays in hand. For Rob, this kind
of pretending was easy.
He lived by himself in a walk-up apartment off Davie
Street in the west end, the centre of Vancouver’s gay
community. Away from the small, conservative city
where he’d grown up, Rob felt safe enough to explore
the BDSM scene for excitement. He volunteered on a
crisis line and at a palliative transition program for AIDS
patients. And on nights when he wasn’t pulling a shift at
the restaurant or pursuing work as an actor, he would
rummage through a wardrobe he’d kept hidden from
most of the world for years, pick something nice to wear
and go out into the world as a woman. Unlike almost
everything else in his life, it wasn’t acting.
The clinical term is gender dysphoria. It has become
a popular subject in the media. Between the celebrity
moves of Caitlyn Jenner, movies like The Dallas Buyers
Club and The Danish Girl, and television series like
Transparent and Orange is the New Black, it appears
society is finally catching on that there’s something
more than binary identity. Many people are now self-identifying publicly as transgender, early and young. In high
school there are support groups and gender neutral
washrooms. That’s encouraging, but there are also
countless women and men out there who have already
spent long lives trapped in the wrong bodies.
It wasn’t until fall, 2017, when I spent a weekend in
Victoria with Bobbi, as she is now known, that I got a
full account of her difficult personal journey. Our visit
came about after a phone call I’d made late that summer.
At that point, my cousin and I hadn’t seen or spoken to
each other for almost a decade, but as my 60th birthday
approached last year I found myself wanting to reconnect. I know it takes two and there had never been a
falling out between us, but I’d always felt some guilt for
blithely losing touch. To break the ice, I opened our first
conversation on the phone with a joke about golf, asking
Bobbi if she really thought she needed the advantage of
the forward tees to beat me. She laughed. “I bet it’s been
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15 years since I played,” she said. Her game of choice
now was lawn bowling. I wasn’t surprised to learn she
was pretty good, too. When I raised the idea of a visit, she
said sure, come on out, and wouldn’t hear of me booking
a hotel. “You’ll stay at my place,” she insisted.
Bobbi was waiting near the baggage carousels when
I entered the arrivals hall in Victoria International Airport
following my flight from Edmonton. I recognized her
immediately and we gave each other a good hug, but it
felt a little awkward, too. It had been a long time since
we last saw each other and much had changed. She
had long blonde hair. And breasts. Outside the terminal, I stowed my luggage in the trunk of her compact car
and we headed into the city. It was close to midnight and
Victoria was quiet. Our talk during the 20-minute drive was
banal and safe. I asked Bobbi about her mom, told her how
my own aging parents were faring, and gave her an update
on my wife and children. She described her work as a private home care attendant looking after sick and disabled
elderly people in their residences. At times, she had juggled
several different clients around the city but right now there
was only one, a wealthy widow with severe MS in need of
constant care. “This isn’t easy work at my age,” Bobbi said.
As I watched her staring through the windshield into the
darkness, her large hands gripping the steering wheel,
I wondered if this family reunion felt as strange to her right
then as it did to me. I wanted to ask, but didn’t.
It was a damp September weekend on the coast. We
wandered around the city when the showers abated:
visiting Bobbi’s favourite cafés, checking out postcard
views of the Pacific, driving by the house on Derby Road
where our grandparents had lived for a few years during
the 1960s. When the weather turned ugly again, we
hung out in her cluttered one-bedroom apartment not far
from downtown. Bobbi had generously offered to give up
her bed, but I opted for a corner of the living room floor.
Bunking out on a blow-up mattress, I took note of the artwork on her walls. There was a set of well known, blackand-white photos by Naomi Stanley featuring men clad
in nothing more than tube socks lying on couches with
their backs to the camera. There was a vintage Canadian
Pacific Railways poster showing a stylish man and
woman from the 1940s or ’50s looking down at the Banff
Springs Hotel and Bow River from a mountainside. I took
that as my cousin’s nostalgic side coming out; a nod to the
life she briefly had. More enigmatic were a couple of framed
prints of animals: a batik featuring a family of giraffes, and
a watercolour of some lesser kudus on the East African
savannah. Everybody knows the giraffe – awkwardly tall,
orange and spotted. The lesser kudu (yes, I had to look it

up) is a forest antelope with strange white stripes that run
intermittently across its body like slashes of paint. Both
of these creatures are equipped with colouring that helps
them hide in certain terrain but they stick out in the open.
I could believe Bobbi felt some affinity for oddballs of the
animal kingdom, but there was no direct correlation.
Where giraffes and kudus depend on their camouflage
to keep from being seen for what they are in a dangerous
world, Bobbi’s camouflage, a male body, had for years only
left her aching to be known for what she really was.
We talked a lot during our two days together, reminiscing
easily about shared adolescent adventures. Like the time we
decided it would be fun to take turns shooting each other
in the chest with a pellet gun, using a phone book for body
armour. Or the summer day we lugged a leaky dinghy out
to the golf course, then floated without life jackets down the
North Saskatchewan River to our neighborhood in west
Edmonton. We laughed, recalling the way our poor
mothers had freaked out over that stunt.
But it was hard to square those memories with the
sense of my cousin I got when I stood in her bathroom
in Victoria, surveying the mascara, lipstick and hair
removal creams on the shelf above her sink. How could
this be the same person who had thought it hilarious to
fire a frozen tennis ball at my head when we played road
hockey on the driveway in the winter?
The fact that, for decades, I was completely unaware
of Bobbi’s existential struggle spoke to how carefully she
had guarded herself. The guard was down now. No topic
was off-limits that weekend, or in the months since. Bobbi
knows I’m a writer, and she did not hesitate when I broached
the idea of sharing her story. “If it might help someone else
have an easier time than I did, let’s do it,” she told me.
Bobbi and her family moved to Edmonton from Calgary the summer before the two of us started Grade 6,
and we became fast friends. I wondered out loud if her unease with her body had been there, even when we were
11-year-olds, playing rough. She told me she had felt it
from the time she was five or six years old. “I always knew
I was different,” she said. “I thought, ‘Why am I like this?
Why are my sisters who I want to be?’”
She described the close relationship she had with her
mother, who never judged or embarrassed her when she
dressed up in girl’s clothing for fun at home. “I remember
her saying, ‘Oh, doesn’t that look lovely? It’s such a good
colour on you.’ Mom never tried to prevent that exploration, that freedom I needed to express myself.”
Things were more complicated when it came to her
father, Jack, who at one point confided to his wife that he
just didn’t get their second-born son. Bobbi always sensed

her dad had a stronger bond with older brother John, an
easy-going and athletic boy. “I wanted to fit in with my
dad, so I thought I had to become more of what I wasn’t,”
she said. It manifested in the competitive persona I got to
know very well on the golf course. “I had to beat everybody
at everything. I wouldn’t give away a two-foot putt unless I’d
already won the hole when we were golfing,” she told me,
smiling, as I did, at the memory of our fiery matches.
Another memory from the golf course made Bobbi
laugh when I brought it up, but in hindsight it is for me one
of the most revealing and poignant moments of her story. It
happened while we were working together on the grounds
crew, and I can only hope that when she reads this she’ll
forgive me for recounting it the way I experienced it back
then. One day, Rob waved me over to the open trunk of
his car in the main parking lot and gifted me a cardboard
box. Don’t open it here, he cautioned me, as a couple of
club members walked past us heading to or from their
cars. The box, it turned out, was full of men’s magazines:
Playboy, Penthouse, Mayfair and many others. Bobbi confessed that most of those magazines had been pinched from
United Cigar, a newsstand in downtown Edmonton.
“I wasn’t old enough to buy anything like that, so you’d
pick up a Sports Illustrated and pay for it while the other one
went under your jacket,” she said. Her interest in the magazines was quite different than mine. “The centrefolds, oh
my God. I remember one had this blonde hair, and I thought
that’s me. That’s what I want to be. In my mind’s eye, it
wasn’t a sexual thing at all, it was just this body image.”
Around the same time she was shoplifting aspirational
material, Bobbi took part in a human sexuality study at
the University of Alberta. She had come across a call
from the Department of Psychology asking for volunteer
test subjects. She signed up, fibbing that she was 18 so
she wouldn’t have to get parental consent, and responded to a series of questionnaires. After the initial study,
the lead researcher told Bobbi his team had found a
number of interesting markers and asked if she would
take part in a follow-up. When it was over, the two of
them sat down in his office. He asked Bobbi if she knew
anything about terms like transgender, intersex or twin
spirit. She didn’t. “He said there was a condition called
gender dysphoria, and explained it could happen to both
males and females. I asked, ‘Is it something you catch?’”
The psychologist assured Bobbi she did not have a
disease and put her in touch with a psychiatrist in
Vancouver who had experience counselling people with
gender dysphoria. Bobbi and the shrink began a longdistance correspondence that went on for a number of
years. At first, it was a bit complicated. “I didn’t want my
EIGHTEENBRIDGES.COM
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parents to find a letter from him, so I tried to time things
so I could catch the mailman whenever I was expecting
something from him.”
For Bobbi, the diagnosis of gender dysphoria was a
mixed blessing. Finally having a name for what she knew
about herself eased some of the confusion and guilt,
but this was the mid-1970s in blue-collar Edmonton and
there was really nothing to be done about it. She certainly
couldn’t confide in her parents. “We grew up in a family that
didn’t really talk about anything sexual, or the mind-body
connection, or anything of that sort,” she said. “‘Mom,
I’m in the wrong body.’ I can’t even imagine how difficult
that would be for a parent to hear from their child back in
those days.”
Her solution: deeper suppression. Bobbi assumed a pose
of what she described as hyper-masculinity through high
school. That was the Rob I knew. And as Rob, she used that
pose to woo Margaret, a pretty blonde classmate. A few
years later, they were married. “I thought maybe I could
lock it away if I got married,” Bobbi told me, as we sat in a
coffee shop near her house in Victoria. The weather had
cleared outside, but it remained chilly. Bobbi continued.
The union didn’t last – it couldn’t. “Even though you try to
run away from your inner landscape,” she told me, “it never
works. If you can’t find a way to present it outwardly, you
start to have a slow death. I was being so male, I started to
lose my love for life.”
Some of that love for life evidently returned to Bobbi
in Vancouver, post-marriage. She lived in the city’s west
end for a dozen years. Though she continued to present as a male when acting or working at the English
Bay Café, she felt free enough to dress and express as a
female the rest of time. She took part in drag shows at
the legendary Dufferin Hotel on Seymour Street. In her
debut performance as a character named Gina (after the
Italian bombshell Gina Lollobrigida), she wore a blue
sequined gown, a bouffant wig and five-inch stilettos
that had her tottering down the catwalk at well over six
and half feet tall. Her wig caught on a chandelier as she
passed under it and came off, but unfazed she kept going,
finished with a deep bow and brought the house down.
Afterwards, the Dufferin manager came up to her and
offered her a job as weekend hostess, on the condition
she show up dressed as Gina. “Well, was I going to say
no? I don’t think so,” Bobbi said, still tickled by the memory.
If that joyful first night on the catwalk as Gina marked
a high point of Bobbi’s life in Vancouver, another night
of high-heeled glam in the west end was the darkest. It
came at the end of what had been a light-hearted evening
of drinks and dancing with some girlfriends at Numbers,
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a well-known club on Davie Street where members of
the straight and LGBTQ communities mixed. Heading home alone at closing time, Bobbi was swarmed,
beaten-up and raped by a group of drunken young men
in a dark alley. The cop who arrived at the hospital to take
her statement after the assault just stared at her. What did
you expect, dressed like that, he told her coldly. Sometime
later, when she called the police department to check on
the status of the investigation, Bobbi discovered that no
crime report had been filed. “Nothing. Because they just
saw me as a tranny. It’s like I wasn’t even a human being.”
Hearing this story more than 20 years later, I felt a wave
of protective rage for my cousin and a deep, wearying
sadness at the bottomless stupidity of my gender. I searched
for something comforting to say, but I was speechless.
“You never really find closure with it, but you understand
it more with each year that goes by,” Bobbi said. “I look in
the eyes of those young men and I don’t see anger. All I see
now is fear. And ignorance.”
It was a powerful response to fear (her own) and ignorance (yet another man’s) that ultimately pushed Bobbi
to transition. She told me about the day she finally understood that if she didn’t go through with a full sex change
she would end up killing herself. It was shortly before
Christmas 2007. She was working as the assistant manager of a popular waterfront restaurant in Victoria, where
she’d moved from Vancouver a few years earlier. One day,
a lesbian couple came in looking to book the place for their
wedding. Bobbi blocked off the date they wanted and took
their deposit cheque. But later, when they returned to
finalize some details, the owner of the restaurant saw
them. “He turned around and told me, ‘You get them out of
here,’” Bobbi said. She tried to reason with him, but there
was no way. “He said we don’t do those kinds of weddings.”
Apologetic, Bobbi quickly got on the phone and found
the couple another venue in Victoria for a better price,
but that didn’t stop her from raging at herself afterwards:
for not challenging the homophobic owner harder than
she had, but most of all for continuing to live an unfulfilled, closeted life. “I looked in the mirror and said, ‘You
fucking coward. How long are you going to keep doing
this?’” Within a few weeks, she had given her notice at
the restaurant, thrown out all of her male clothing and
started dressing 24/7 as a woman. On February 8, 2008,
her 51st birthday, she began hormone replacement therapy. Two and a half years later, in the fall of 2010, she underwent a surgical sex change at a clinic in Montreal.
Some of the preceding story, including a funny if
cringe-worthy moment where my cousin describes her
surgery using an overripe banana and a table knife as

props, is told visually in Finding Bobbi, a documentary
I started building with some filmmaking friends this past
spring. Our documentary weaves an intimate chronicle of
Bobbi’s decades-long journey through gender dysphoria
into a verite-style record of the lead-up to her first
performance this past April as Aunt Eller in a production
of the Rodgers & Hammerstein musical, Oklahoma, at
the 2018 Oregon Shakespeare Festival in Ashland.
Though she had worked on a handful of film and TV
productions following her sex change, Oklahoma marked
Bobbi’s first live stage performance as a woman. In fact, it
had been 23 years since my cousin had performed in
theatre at all. Aunt Eller, for those who don’t know the
musical, is a respected elder in Claremore, a community of
ranchers and farmers living in the soon-to-be 46th U.S.
state in 1906. She is the wise-cracking guardian of her
beautiful young niece Laurey, the object of romantic
rivalry between a cowboy named Curly and a dark and
brooding farmhand named Jud. Over the years, actors
as varied as Margaret Hamilton (the Wicked Witch of
the West in the original Wizard of Oz movie), Patty Duke
(winner of an Academy Award for her portrayal of Helen
Keller in The Miracle Worker) and even SCTV alumnus
Andrea Martin have played Aunt Eller.
The Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s take on Oklahoma
differed from past productions. Long-time artistic director
at the festival, Bill Rauch, had always loved the original
story text and score but dreamed for years of someday
presenting a version of Oklahoma that would be, as he put
it, “inclusive and reflective of every letter in LGBTQ-plus.”
Rauch, himself gay, finally got a green light last year from
the reputedly conservative Rodgers & Hammerstein
Organization in New York to proceed with his genderbending vision for the show. Though he stuck with a man
as the ill-fated Jud, Rauch cast a woman as Curly, Jud’s
rival for the heart of Laurey. The second romantic triangle
in the story, between the flirtatious and fickle farm girl Ado
Andy, a smitten cowboy Will Parker and opportunistic and
cagey travelling pedlar Ali Hakim in the original text was
reimagined as all-male in Rauch’s production.
As for Aunt Eller, it was Rauch’s intention from the
start to have a transgender woman play the part of a
transgender character, and Bobbi was his first choice the
moment his casting director shared a headshot emailed
by her agent in Canada. Rauch helped Bobbi secure a
visiting artist’s work permit to cross the border and join
the Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s ensemble cast for
the 2018 season. In addition to Oklahoma, she got the
minor role of Forester in a production of Shakespeare’s
Love’s Labours Lost and was selected to do some staged

readings of new plays in-progress for another festival
program called The Black Swan Workshop. It was going
to be a busy year, hundreds of hours of rehearsal, dozens
of performances, and she was thrilled about it all. “My
first jobs were in theatre, and I love the stage,” she said.
“You can give so much and you get so much back from
the audience. It fills my heart.”
Leaving behind her job in home support, Bobbi caught
the ferry from Victoria to Port Angeles last February and
drove down through Washington and Oregon to Ashland,
a pretty little college and arts town full of stylish wine shops
and cannabis dispensaries just north of the California border. She moved into a small furnished flat on the top floor of
an old building overlooking the main square. By the time
I showed up with a camera crew in mid-April, Bobbi and the
rest of the Oklahoma cast were deep into rehearsals near
the eve of the show’s opening.
In a week of filming, we got behind-the-scenes footage
of Bobbi and her fellow actors running their lines and
polishing songs and choreography under Rauch’s watch.
We shot hours of candid interview with Bobbi telling the
story of 50 years in the wrong body. We talked to Rauch
and several of Bobbi’s fellow actors. Each expressed
affection for her warmth and generosity (typified by the
apple crisp she baked and brought for the entire cast and
crew on the first day of rehearsal), something approaching
awe at her personal courage, and the utmost respect for
her professionalism. Rauch told me, “Bobbi has opened
up insights into the character of Aunt Eller that never
would have dawned on me.”
The preview night show was a resounding success.
A sold-out audience in Ashland’s 600-seat Angus Bowmer
Theatre laughed exactly when they were supposed to,
and hardest at Bobbi’s many one-liners. The orchestra
nailed the score and the cast’s singing and dancing was
flawless, at least to my ears and eyes. I sat in the middle
of the theatre beaming with pride. The official reviews
were excellent. Bill Choy of the Siskiyou Daily News
called Oklahoma “a rousing crowd pleaser of the highest
order.” And he singled out Bobbi: “Aunt Eller is the heart
and foundation of this play, and [Bobbi] Charlton brings
this role to life in a riveting and memorable performance
that is a standout in her OSF debut.” Another critic,
Jeffrey Gillespie from the Ashland Daily Tidings, wrote that
Bobbi’s “quiet brilliance … brought me to tears.”
Everybody likes a story with a happy ending. In
Oklahoma, the characters who belong together wind up
together. After the spurned and hapless Jud falls on
his own knife drunkenly trying to prevent their union,
newlyweds Curly and Laurey climb aboard a horseEIGHTEENBRIDGES.COM
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drawn carriage, wave goodbye to Aunt Eller and ride
off into the sunset as the curtain falls. The plotlines of
real lives, however, tend to be messier than old-time
Broadway musicals. In Ashland, Bobbi shared with
me her hope that the hard work she was putting in
would lead to a return engagement at the festival in
2019. She even went so far as to picture the festival as
her retirement home, a place where she could keep
performing season after season into old age.
But in mid-summer, she sent me a text late one night
telling me she had been informed the festival would not
be inviting her back next year. I still have our thread of
messages from that night. “It was a very dark and difficult
show for me to get through yesterday,” Bobbi wrote. “I am
still in depression mode.”
I called her to commiserate. Given the raves for her
performance from reviewers, and the high praise artistic
director Rauch had offered when I interviewed him,
I suggested it might be nothing more than the difficulty
of hiring a Canadian again when there were sure to be
hungry American actors looking for jobs, or perhaps it
was simply the absence of a suitable role for her in 2019.
Bobbi conceded it could be that, but her disappointment
was palpable and painful to hear. She was going to contact
an immigration lawyer, hoping he could help extend her
visa so she could pursue acting work elsewhere in the U.S.
after the festival wrapped. If that didn’t pan out, she said,
there was a director in Vancouver who might have something for her in the new year. Bobbi was even open to the
possibility of returning to Edmonton, where she hadn’t
lived since 1989, because of the city’s thriving professional
theatre scene. Her next act remains to be written.
A few days after that midsummer phone call, I found
myself back where my cousin and I had spent so much
time together all those summers ago – the Edmonton
Country Club. My feelings of nostalgia ran even deeper,
though. I was there for my son’s wedding reception. It
was here, as well, that his mother and I had celebrated
our marriage almost 37 years earlier.
At one point, during a happy evening with family and
friends that reminded me my own life has been both
blessed and relatively easy, I stepped through the front
doors of the club house for some fresh air and looked out
towards the long, narrow suspension bridge that traverses a deep, thickly treed ravine that separates the front nine
of the course from the back. It’s a peculiar symbol of hope
in some ways, that bridge, because no matter how poorly
you’d played on the front nine, the possibility of something
better always seemed to be waiting on the other side. The
ravine also serves as a hazard between the 18th tee and
green. When we were kids, Rob and I regularly ventured
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down the steep banks to hunt for lost balls. There were
plenty of them down there. Naturally, even that became a
source of rivalry for us. We kept most of the balls we found
to play ourselves, but sometimes sold the best ones back
to the head pro for snack money. The more unblemished
Titleists you found the more cash you got, so we’d
practically race each other through the undergrowth
and over the criss-crossed deadfall in pursuit of dimpled
white treasure.
The bridge itself is an elegant structure in an idyllic setting but it has always had an eerie quality for me, and not
just because of the vertigo I get looking over the side to the
forest floor 30 metres below. Over the years, two men have
hung themselves from the bridge: a cook who worked at the
course sometime back in the 1950s or early ’60s and, more
recently, the son of a long-time member who was part of my
dad’s regular foursome for a number of years.
I think about those two despairing souls, separated by
decades, standing on that bridge over the ravine where
my cousin and I once clambered around searching for
lost balls. Back then, I was a callow and untroubled
youth. The future seemed to stretch out in front of me
like an amusement park. It seemed almost anything
could be mine if I simply chose it. I can only wonder now
how the future felt to Rob at the same age.
My cousin has been through so much – decades of the
most intense inner turmoil imaginable, a brutal sexual
assault compounded by the callous indifference of police.
Even now, eight years after her transition, life is hardly
perfect. Bobbi is alone and often feels very lonely. She
told me she’d love to have a relationship, someone to hold
hands with and make Sunday dinner for, but knows that
may not happen. No, hers has not been easy life, and yet
I have to believe that the fortitude that has carried her
this far makes Bobbi know that life – her life – is worth
continuing now that she’s on the other side of the bridge.
In early October, I returned to Ashland. Looking to tie
the past to the present, Bobbi and I set up an impromptu
putt-off on the practice green at Oak Knoll, a nine-hole
public course on the edge of town. It had been more than
four decades since we’d played golf together. It was fun,
instantly competitive, and I told Bobbi it felt like we’d been
transported back to the country club, a couple of teenagers
standing on a putting green at dusk on a warm summer evening on the prairies. I think about those times differently
now. Bobbi later admitted the Oak Knoll experience made
her consider picking up the game again. I told her that if she
ever wanted another match, I’d be ready to play. And I would
do my best too, though I suspect with a little bit of practice
she would probably beat me again. Secretly, I might even be
rooting for her. EB
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